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STRONG RAMSEY THEOREMS FOR STEINER SYSTEMS

JAROSLAV NESETRiL AND VOJTËCH RÖDL

ABSTRACT. It is shown that the class of partial Steiner (fc, Z)-systems has the

edge Ramsey property, i.e., we prove that for every partial Steiner (k, i)-system

Q there exists a partial Steiner (fc, Z)-system )i such that for every partition of

the edges of H into two classes one can find an induced monochromatic copy

of Q. As an application we get that the class of all graphs without cycles of

lengths 3 and 4 has the edge Ramsey property. This solves a longstanding

problem in the area.

1. Introduction, basic notions and the main theorem. Let A be a class of

fc-uniform hypergraphs. A is said to have the edge partition (or Ramsey) property if

for every Ui E A and every positive integer r there exists M2 E A with the property

that for every partition of the edges £(H2) = £\ U i2 U • • • U £r there exists an

induced subhypergraph )l[ of V.2 which is isomorphic to V.x (i.e. )i[ S )lx) and

i E {1,2,..., r} such that all edges of M'x are elements of £x.

The edge partition properties of many classes of graphs and hypergraphs were

investigated in various papers of the present authors and others (cf. [4, 2, 15, 6, 8-

11, 1, 13]). In this paper we answer one of the longstanding problems of this area

and show that the class of all partial Steiner (k, /)-systems has the edge partition

property. This answers a problem raised in [3 and 7] (see also [5]).

Our method is based on a refinement of the "partite amalgamation" which was

used in [10-12]. Note that we deal with finite objects only.

A partial Steiner (k, l)-system Q — (V, £) is a fc-uniform hypergraph i.e. a system

£ of fc-element subsets (edges) of a finite set Vi which moreover has the property

that ever /-element set is contained in at most one edge of Q. Our approach is based

on the notion of partite hypergraph. Let (Vi)^Lx be a system of pairwise disjoint sets

and let £ be a system of subsets of \J¡LX V¿ with the property that \E n V¿| < 1 for

every i — 1,2,...,m and every E E £. Then the couple Q = ((Vj)^x, £) is called

an m-partite hypergraph. Sometimes we write also V» = Vi(Q) and £ = £(Q).

Let I < k. By the symbol Part(fc,/) we will denote the class of all fc-partite

fc-uniform hypergraphs with the property that intersection of any two edges has

cardinality smaller than /.

Let g = ((V¿)™ i, £), M = ((Wi)n=x, 7) be two partite hypergraphs. We say that

the mapping <t>: U¿üi ^ ~* Uj=i Wj is a partite embedding if

(a) For every i = 1,2,..., m there exists ji = 1,2,..., n such that 0(V¿) C Wji.
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(b) (j) is an embedding of (U£Li V%,£) into (lj"=i Wi, 7) i.e.
(i) (p is 1-1 and

(ii) {(p(vi),...,(p(uk)} E T if and only if {vx,y2,... ,vk) E £.

We further say that Q and M are isomorphic (Q = M), if there exists a partite

embedding
m n

1=1 3=1

which is onto. (This of course implies that m = n and |V¿| = |H^-( |). We say that

9 = (U£Li Vi,£) is an induced partite subgraph of )/ = (U"=i W»i ?) ü Uí=i ^ c
U?=i Wj an(l ^e identity map

m n

i=i j=\

is a partite embedding. This fact will be abbreviated by Q < M. The set of all

induced partite subgraphs of a partite hypergraph M = ((Wi)?=1,T), which are

isomorphic to Q = ((V¿)^=1, £) is denoted by (Ï). If £ is a hypergraph, then V(Q)

denotes the vertex set and £(C¡) the edge set of hypergraph Q. If Q and U are two

hypergraphs, we say that Q is a subgraph of M if V(Q) C V(X) and £(Q) C £(?/).
We say that Q is an induced subgraph if in addition £(Q) = [V(^)]'c n £(Q) holds,

where [V(£)]fc is the set of fc-tuples of the set V(Q). The complete fc-uniform

hypergraph K!^ is the hypergraph with m-element vertex set V and edge set [V]k.

The main objective of this paper is to prove the following.

THEOREM l. I. The class of all partial Steiner (fc, l)-systems has the edge parti-

tion property i.e. more explicitly for every partial Steiner (k,l)-system Q and every

positive integer r there exists a partial Steiner (k,l)-system M = (W,T) with the

following property: if the edge set of M is partitioned into r classes in an arbitrary

way 7 = Ii U 72 U ■ • • U 7T then there exists i < r and an induced subhypergraph Q'

of M,Q' isomorphic to Q so that all edges of Q' are elements of Ti-

The partition property of the hypergraph M, described in the above theorem will

be sometimes abbreviated by the symbol M —+ (S)r-

2. The partite lemma. In this section we derive a key lemma for our further

approach. Our method is based on the celebrated Hales-Jewett theorem which we

recall here.

Let A be a finite set. Consider the set A" of all n-tuples of elements of A. A

combinatorial line £, C A" is any set of the form

C = {(xi,... ,xn), x% = x%i for all %,%' E I,x2 = b3 for j ^ /},

where / is a fixed nonempty subset of {1,2,...,n) and bj,j d¿ 7, a fixed sequence

of elements of A.

With this terminology the Hales-Jewett theorem is very easy to state:

THEOREM 2.1 (SEE [5] ). For all finite sets A and every integer r > 2 there ex-

ists n(A,r) such that for n > n(A,r), in every r-coloring of An there is a monochro-

matic line.
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We shall use the following

DEFINITION 2.2. Let F C A", /= {vi,92,...,üp} and t < n. We set irt(F) =

{vit,t>2t, • ■ ■ ,Vpt\ where Pi = {vu,Vi2,...,Vin}- The set 7rt(F) is called the ith

projection of the set F. In the rest of this section we shall deal with fc-partite

fc-uniform hypergraphs:

DEFINITION 2.3. Suppose that ((Xj))k=l, S) € Part(fc,/). Let n be a positive

integer. We define the fc-partite hypergraph

((Yj)U,7) = ((Xj)U,B)n

in the following way.

Yj = TT Xj,      where X* are copies of the set X-¡, j < k

t<n

and

J = ) F C {J Yj : irt(F) E 9 for every t <

{ 3 = 1

PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose that ((Xj)k-=1,9) € Part(fc,Z), n is a positive in-

Í6Q6T.  Then

((Y3)k=i,7) = ((X3)k=x,9)n 6 Part (*,/)•

PROOF. Suppose that there exist F,F' € J., F ¿ F', \F f~l F'\ > I. Yet
Vi,vi,...,vi E FDF', Vi / vj for all 1 < i < j < I. Then irt(vi), ^(^2), ■■-, Kt(vi)

E 7rt(F) n TTt(F') and hence also 7rt(i^) ^ irt(vj) for all 1 < i < j < I and t < n.

On the other hand, as F ^ F' there exists t0 < n such that |7rto(F) n 7rto(F')| < /,

a contradiction.

Definition 2.5. Let

((Xt)ti^)ePart(fc,Z)     and     ((Y)k=x, 7) = ((X)?=x, Ç)n.

Let A: 7 -+ §n be a mapping defined by A (F) = {ir1(F),ir2(F),...,irn(F)). Clearly

A is 1-1 correspondence between 7 and Qn. We say that the fc-graph ((Zj)k=x, )l)

is a canonical subgraph of ((Yj)k-=1,7) if the set {X(H);H E M} is a line and

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let {(Xj)k=1,g) E Part(fc,/) and let ((Z3)k=x,)i) be a

canonical subgraph of

((X])k=x,g)n = ((Y])k=x,7).

Set

X = {Hi,Hi,... ,HP},        g — {Gi,G2,... ,Gp),        7 = {Fi,...,Fpn}.

Then the following holds:

(a) There exists a set N = N(X) C {1,2,... ,n} and Glt 6 9, t € {1,2,... ,n}-

for every t £ N and every j = 1, 2,..., p,

TV swc/i í/iaí

(»y) = í Gil

(, Gj       /or every t E N and j = 1, 2,..., p.

(b) For even/1^ G Z,- there exists x E Xj such that itt(v) — x for every t E N()i).

The mapping i/hj is an isomorphism between ((Zj)k=l, M) and ((Xj)k-^x, 9).
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(c) Let {ui,...,vk>} C [fj=lZj. Then for every t E {1,2,... ,n} - N(H) there

exists G E g with the property that {^(^1), TTt(^2)1 • • • ̂ tWk')} C G.

(d) Let Vi,v<i,...,vi E \Jj=iZj and for every t < n let there exist Glt E g

such that {7Tt(T>i),7rt(^2), ■ • ■ ,7Tt(^)} C G¿,. Then there exists H E M such that

TTt(H) = Git for every t <n.

PROOF. We prove (d) only. Let f(l),t(2) E N(H). As ((Xj)k=1,9) E Part(M)

the edges G»,(1) and G¿((2) are determined uniquely and (because of 2.6(b)) G¿t(1) =

Git.2). Thus the edge H E 7 with irt(H) = G¿( for every t < n is an element of U

also.    D

Next we verify the following, intuitively clear statement.

LEMMA 2.7. Let ((Xj)k=x, Q) E Part(fc,/) and let n be a positive integer. Let

((Z3)k-X,M) be a canonical subgraph of ((Xj)k=x, g)n.  Then

((z3)j=x,-H) = ((x3)k=x,g).

PROOF. Let g = {Gi,Gi,... ,GP}. Take the sets Gtt with the property of

Proposition 2.6(a) and define the mapping 4>((X3)k=1, 9) ~* ((Z3)k=x, X) in the

following way: for x E Xj,j < k, set

<p(x) = (ai,a2,...,an)

where
Gi.nXj     for t<£N(X),

1 x for tEN()i).

Clearly, <f> is bijective. We prove that <j> is an isomorphism. Let G3 = {xi, x2,..., xk}

E 9, Xi E Xi for i < k. Then

Git     ioTttN(H),
nt{HxiU(x2),...,Hxk)}=[Gi      {0TtGN[M)

and thus {4>(xi), 4>(x2), ■ ■ ■ ,<p(xk)} E M. On the other hand if {xi,x2,... ,xk} £ 9

then clearly

irt{<p(xi),...,(b(xk)} = {xi,x2,...,xk} $ g     for any tEN(H)

and thus {<p(x\),... ,4>(xk)} £ M.    D

LEMMA 2.8. Let ((X3)k=x,g)E Part (k,I) and let ((Z})k=x,H1),((Z2)k=x,rl2)

be two different canonical subgraphs of ((X3)k=x, g)n such that there exists I vertices

vi,v2,...,viE [jj=i z) n UJ=i Z2 with the property

\{vi,i/2, ...,vl}C\Z)C\Z2\<l     for all j < k.

Then there exists E E Ml C\ M2 such that {vi, v2,..., vi) C E.

PROOF. Suppose that there exist V\,v2,...,fj E U_j Zj ("1 (JJ=1 Z2, v>i ̂ v\,

for i ^ i' such that

(i) \{vuv2,..., 1/,} PI Z) n Z]\ < 1 for all j < fc,

(ii) {vi,u2,...,ui} ctEfor&llEE^nM2.

With respect to (ii) there exsits to < n such that

(*)
{*(>!),... ,7Tt0(»/«)} t G     for all G E Uto(H); H E X1} n {nto(H);HE M2}.
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Clearly, {irto(H);H E M1}, i — 1,2, is either a one-element set or equals the set

g. Therefore we get one of the subsequent cases:

(a) Either {nto(H),H E X1} or {irto(H),H E X2} are one-element sets or

(/?) {nt0(H);H E J/1} = {irto(H);H E X2} = Q.

Suppose first that {nto(H);H E M1} = {G1}, where G1 E g. This implies

that {7Tt0(z/!),...,7Tto(i/()} C G1. Hence according to (*) G1 £ {irto(H),H E

)i2} and thus the set {irto(H),H E X2} consists of a single element, we denote

it by G2. Again, by (*) we get that G1 # G2 and hence I > (G1 n G2| >

|{7rt0(/yi),... ,7r(o(f;)}| = Z, a contradiction. Suppose now that (ß) holds. Thus

{nto(vi),---,Kt0(vi)} <t- G for all G E g and hence t0 E N^1) n N(X2). Since

(according to 2.6(b)) 7rt(i>i) = n0(^i), *t(v2) = itt0(u2),... ,Txt(i>i) = trto(^i) for

all t E NW^UiX2) we get that {^(vi),^^),-■ ■ ,*M)} Çt G for all G € Q
and Z € N(MX) U 7V(^2). According to 2.6(c) t <£ N(Xi) (t i N(H2)) implies
t <£ NCH1) U N(M2) and hence N(Ml) = 7V()/2).

As ((Z/)*=1, X1) ¿ ((Z2)k=x,)i2) and iV(J,x) = N()i2) we get that there exists

sE {l,2,...,n}-N(Ml) such that

rrs MJ Z2     = G2 £ 9,     where Gi 7e G2.

Hence

Z> |GinG2| >

a contradiction.    D

*.\\Jz}n\jq
tj=i •7 = 1

> |{Ts(^i),---,7rs(f¡)}| = Z

LEMMA 2.9 (PARTITE LEMMA). Let ({Xj)k=1,9) E Part (fc, Z) and let r be

a positive integer. Then there exists a positive integer n such that the hypergraph

((Yj)3=x, 7) = ((Xj)k=x, g)n has the following property:

U 7r there exists i < r and a canonical

D

For every partition 7 = 7i U 72 U •

subgraph ((Zj)k=1, M) such that U = 7%.

PROOF. Follows immediately from Hales-Jewett theorem, using the correspon-

dence between 7 and 9n described in 2.5.

3. Systems of copies. Let S(k,l) be the system of all partial Steiner (fc,Z)-

systems and let g,)l E S(k,l). We define an |£(£)|-uniform hypergraph (£ ()/), £g)

in the following way: vertices of (£(M),£g) are the edges of M and T E £g iff

(\JT,T) E (¿), more explicitly T E £g if T is a set of edges of induced subgraph

of ¿/ which is isomorphic to g. Clearly M —* (9)r, if and only if x(£(H), £g) > r,

where \ denotes the chromatic number.
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DEFINITION 3.1. Let g, M E S(k,l) (resp. Part(fc,Z)). An arbitrary set S C (g)

is called a system of copies of 9 in M. Let r be a positive integer. We say that the

system of copies S is r-Ramsey for 9 if for any partition £ (M) = £ i U £2 U • ■ • U £T

there exists an induced subgraph 9' <)i such that

0) 9' e S,
(ii) £(9') Ç £j for some j < r.

This fact we abbreviate S —► (9)r-

DEFINITION 3.2. Let r be a positive integer and g E Part(fc,Z). Let n be a

minimal positive integer such that the hypergraph gn has the following property:

if we set S = {F, F is a canonical subgraph of £"}, then $ —» (g)r. Next we shall

denote by Pr(g) the hypergraph gn and by ST(g) the system S.

4. The partite amalgamation. In this section we recall the partite amalga-

mation which we already used in [10, 11].

CONSTRUCTION 4.1. Let g E S(k,l) and let K^ be a complete fc-uniform

hypergraph with m vertices. Let

Kk
= {9i,92,---,9P}

be a system of subgraphs of K^ (not necessarily induced) which are isomorphic to

g. According to the well-known Ramsey theorem [5, 14] there exists m such that

for every partition of the edges of K^ into r classes £ i U £2 U ■ • • U £r there exists

*') 1 < í < r, such that ¿"(^¿) C ¿¿ for some j, 1 < j < p. Next we fix m with this

property: Set

V(K^) = {uuv2,...,um},    £(K5n) = {E1,E2,...,El„)).

We define inductively the m-partite fc-graph pU) = p * g in the following way:

I. Set P° = ((V?)™,,^) where V? = {(vitj), j < p, v% E V(g3)} and

{(Vii,3i),(vi2,32),--- AfikJk)} e £° if and only if ji = j2 = ■ ■ ■ = jk = j and

Ki"ijf' ,yik) € £(G3).
II. Suppose we defined r-partite fc-uniform hypergraphs Ps = ((Vf)^Lx, £s). Yet

Es+X — {uxi, ux2,..., uxk} and let 7S be a fc-partite subgraph of Ps induced on the

set Uti^V Let Sr(7s) = {7¡, 72,..., 7/} and let <f>3: 7S - 7¡,j = 1,2.9 be
an isomorphism. Set V(PS+1) = \J¡LX V?+x where

V¡+1 = U^x W     fori^{Xl,x2,...,xk},

3<Q

Vxs+1=Vl(Rr(7s)),    i G {1,2,...,k}.

Denote by ip3 : V(PS) —► V(PS+1) the mapping defined by

(¡>j(v)     forvEV(7s),

1  (u,j)      torvtV{7a]

Set \y\,v2, • • • ,Vk) S £(PS+1) if and only if there exist j < q and {ui,u2, • • • ,uk} E

£(PS) so that vi = ipj(ui), v2 = i¡i3(u2),... ,vk -ip3(uk).    D
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The following is an immediate consequence of the construction:

PROPOSITION 4.2. Let J\ :Y2 E (ppV), K^K- ThenVt(Jsx)nVí(P2s) = 0
for alliE {1,2,...,r} - {xx,...,xk}.

The next proposition is easy; for the proof see e.g. [10].

Proposition 4.3. p(*) -* (9)r.

5. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let g E S(k, I). We apply the above construction

and set pU) = )/. According to Proposition 4.3 it remains to prove only that M is

a Steiner (fc, Z)-system.

Suppose that Ps E S(k,l), according to Lemma 2.8 and Proposition 4.2, for any

two copies P\,PS2 E (psp, ) the intersection V(PX) PI V(P2) is either an edge of

Ps+1 or has an empty intersection with all but at most Z' < Z of the classes V/+1,

t = 1,2,...,m. This, however, implies that Ps+1 E S(k, I).

6. Application to bipartite graphs. One of the important questions of

structural Ramsey theory is to characterize the classes of graphs with edge partition

property. The first unsolved problem here was whether the class of bipartite C4-

free graphs has the edge partition property. The obstacle in solving this question

was that all "natural" (and known) constructions of Ramsey graphs were using set

representations, products and other techniques that were not able to exclude the

existence of G4 or more generally complete bipartite graphs. This together with

some other aspects (certain analogues between partition properties of finite and

infinite graphs) led to the conjecture that the class of graphs with girth at least five

does not have the edge partition property [3]. This conjecture can be disproved

using our approach. First we establish the edge partition property of the class of

bipartite G4-free graphs.

DEFINITION 6.1. The ordered hypergraph (g, <) is a pair, where g is a hyper-

graph and < is linear ordering of its vertices. Let (£,<), (#, <) be two ordered

hypergraphs, g = (V, £), M = (W, 7). We say that the mapping <f>: V(g) —> V(M)

is an ordered embedding if <p(v) < 4>(v') for v < v' and \ß>(vx), <t>(v2),... , «/»(i^)} E 7

if and only if {vi,v2,... ,vk} E £.

The proof of Theorem 1.1 yields also the following slightly stronger result.

THEOREM 6.2. Let (g, <) be an ordered k-uniform hypergraph. g E S(k, I) and

let r > 2 be a positive integer. Then there exists an ordered k-uniform hypergraph

(M, <), M € S(k,l) such that for every partition £(M) — £ 1 U £2 U • • ■ U £r there

exists i < r and an ordered embedding <j>(9,<) —► (#,<) such that 4>(£(9)) Q £i-

This fact will be denoted by ()l, <) —> (g, <)r.

Now we are ready to prove

THEOREM 6.3. The class of all bipartite graphs without cycle of length four
has the edge partition property.

PROOF. Let g — (U,U',£) be a bipartite graph and r > 2 a positive integer.

Without loss of generality assume that d(u) = d for every u E U'. For ueU' define

Mu = {v E U;{u,f} E £} and M = {Mu:u E U'}. Then (U, M) is a ¿-uniform

hypergraph. As (U, £/', £) does not contain C4 we have that (U, M) E S(d, 2). Set
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fc — r(d - 1) + 1 and let (V, M) E S(k,2) be a fc-graph which has the following

property.

There exists an ordering <i of the set V such that, for every

K  c   {1,2, ...,fc},   |Ä"|  = d, the hypergraph (U, M) is an in-

(*) duced subgraph of (V, XIk), defined by XI k = {Nk,N E A/}, where
Nk = {v, v is the îth element of ZV (with respect to <i) where

iEK).

/    .       Set r' = rk. Let ((W, Z), <2) be an ordered fc-uniform hypergraph,

[**>      suchthat (W,fZ)ES(k,2) and ((W, £), <2) -» ((V, XI), <i)r.

We define the bipartite graph (W,Z,7) in the following way: {w,E} £ J iff

w E E.

We prove (W, Z, 7) -» (U1, U, £)r. Yet 7 = Ji U 72 U ■ • • U 7r be a partition. For

every E E Z this defines a mapping <b: E —* {1,2,..., r} defined by 0(io) = j if

and only if {w,E} E 7¡. Let Z = ZiL)L2U- ■ -L)Zr', be the partition defined in the

following way: \yi,v2,..., vk}, vi < u2 < ■ ■ ■ < i/k, is in the same partition class as

{wi,w2,... ,wk}, wi < w2 < ■ ■ ■ < wk, iñ(¡>(u3) = <fi(wj) for all j < fc. According to

(**) there exists an ordered embedding <fi: ((V < M), <i) —» ((W, £.), <2) such that

<b(M) C Li for somej < r'. Set V = <j>(V) and let (V,U) be a subgraph of (W, Z)

induced on V. Let (V, XI, M) be a bipartite graph defined by \y, N} E M if and only

if v E XI. (V, M, M) is clearly an induced subgraph of (W, £., 7). Moreover, we have

for every N,M E XJ, N = {v\,... ,uk}, M — {uii,. ..,wk) that {vi,N} E 7j if and

only if {wi, M} E 73. As fc = r(d - 1) + 1 there exists K C {1,2,...,fc}, |Ä"| = d,

and jo < r such that for every N — {i/i,..., vk) E XI we have {l>í, N} E 73o for all

i E K. According to (*) we get that there exists (U, U , £) = (U, U', £) which is an

induced subgraph of both (V, XI, M) and (W, Z, 73o).    □

7. Application to graphs with girth larger than four. We start with some

discussion of the proof of Theorem 1.1. Note that for g E S(k,2) the hypergraph

M E S(k,2) constructed in Theorem 1. has also the following property.

For any two ^,^6 (g) either

V(gi)<lV(g2)cE     for some E E £(M)

or

\v(9i)nv(g2)\<i.

This can be proved by induction (similarly as we proved that )/ E S(k,2)), using

Lemma 2.8. Using this fact along the proof of Theorem 6.3 one can strengthen this

theorem in the following way.

THEOREM 7.1.   For every C^-free bipartite graph g = (V, £) there exist a C\-

free bipartite graph M = (W, 7) and a system S of copies of g in U such that

(i) S -» (g)r and

(ii) either \V(gi)C\V(g2)\< I or V(Qx) nV(g2) is a star.
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Now we are ready to prove

THEOREM 7.2. The class of all graphs with girth at least five has edge partition

property.

PROOF. We give a sketch only as the proof is based on the partite amalgamation

discussed in §4. Let 9 be a graph with girth at least five, r a given positive integer

and let

= {9i,g2,---,gP}

be a system of subgraphs of K^ (not necessarily induced) which are isomorphic to

g. Again, we take m large so that for any partition of edges of K^ into r classes

we get that all edges of £,- are in one of the classes. We copy Construction 4.1 with

the following exception: as the graph Hr(9) and system Sr(£) we take the graph

M and system 5 from Theorem 7.1. We have again pU) —» (9)r. The only thing

which remains to be checked is that pU) has girth at least five. This, however,

follows by induction as P° is certainly such and from the fact that Ps has girth at

least five we infer that Ps+1 is such as no cycle can be disconnected by the omission

of a single point or a star.    D

REMARK. Note that five in Theorem 7.2 can be with the same proof replaced

by six. We have more complicated argument for seven; however the present method

does not allow us to go further.
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